The New Hampshire Department of Transportation announces planned paving work will require the nighttime closing of the southbound on-ramp and the northbound off-ramp at Exit 17 of Interstate 93 in Concord and Canterbury on Thursday, August 17 and Monday, August 21.

These ramp closures will be in effect from 8:00 pm until 6:00 am each night. Motorists should use NH Route 132 and I-93 Exit 18 as a detour. Signs and message boards will be in place to help with the detour.

Pike Industries of Belmont, New Hampshire is the prime contractor for this $3.3 million project, which has included pavement rehabilitation between Exits 17 and 18 and work on various I-93 bridge joints from Northfield to Lincoln. The scheduled project completion date is September 1, 2006.